Got an idea now I need a strong team
Gotta find folks who can share in my dream
Tireless partners who won’t run out of steam
It’s harder than it may seem

Why can’t Humanities lead?
With a great idea and the will to succeed
With Technology’s speed
Take a great idea and add the means to succeed

Takes all kinds when you need to create
Takes great minds to make something that’s great
You will find that when you innovate
It’s something to celebrate

Why can’t Humanities lead?
With a great idea and the will to succeed
With Technology’s speed
Take a great idea and add the means to succeed

Crowd fund
Although we’ve just begun
Pledge goal is almost done
Wow I am stunned
Now VCs are everyone

Why can’t Humanities lead?
With a great idea and the will to succeed
With Technology’s speed
Take a great idea and add the means to succeed
Why can’t Humanities lead?
Does a Starbucks barista have the will to succeed?
With Technology’s speed
Take a great idea and add the means to succeed